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ABSTRACT

Beam attenuation coefficient, \(c\), provides an important optical index of plankton standing stocks, such as phytoplankton biomass and total particulate carbon concentration. Unfortunately, \(c\) has proven difficult to quantify through remote sensing. Here, we introduce an innovative approach for estimating \(c\) using lidar depolarization measurements and diffuse attenuation coefficients from ocean color products or lidar measurements of Brilouin scattering. The new approach is based on a theoretical formula established from Monte Carlo simulations that links the depolarization ratio of sea water to the ratio of diffuse attenuation \(K_d\) and beam attenuation \(C\) (i.e., a multiple scattering factor).

On July 17, 2014, the CALIPSO satellite was tilted 30° off-nadir for one nighttime orbit in order to minimize ocean surface backscatter and demonstrate the lidar ocean subsurface measurement concept from space. Depolarization ratios of ocean subsurface backscatter are measured accurately. Beam attenuation coefficients computed from the depolarization ratio measurements compare well with empirical estimates from ocean color measurements. We further verify the beam attenuation coefficient retrievals using aircraft-based high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) data that are collocated with in-water optical measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION OF THE CONCEPT

Though originally designed for retrieving spatial and optical properties of clouds and aerosols, new applications of CALIOP measurements suggest that space-based lidars can provide physical properties of ocean surface [1] and subsurface [2][3]. Lidars can be used for retrievals of particulate backscattering, diffuse attenuation coefficients, the size spectrum and vertical distribution of ocean particles. These retrievals complement products derived from passive ocean color sensors and can contribute to reduced uncertainties in global ocean plankton stocks, primary productivity, and carbon export estimates. Here, we introduce an innovative approach for retrieving the beam attenuation coefficient from the subsurface depolarization ratio measured with space-based and/or aircraft-based lidars.

The beam attenuation coefficient, \(c\), has proven an elusive ocean property to retrieve from remote sensing measurements [4]. One approach has been to estimate \(C\) from chlorophyll concentration [5], but this approach can suffer from chlorophyll (1) being influenced by physiological processes (i.e., intracellular changes in pigmentation in response to light and nutrient conditions) [6] and (2) not providing a robust index of the non-phytoplankton particle populations. Due to the highly forward peaked scattering phase function in water (with asymmetry factor around 0.95), we can only measure the effective attenuation coefficient \(K_a\), which is linked to \(C\) through the so-called multiple scattering factor, \(\eta\) \((\eta=K_a/c)\). Accurately quantifying the magnitude and effects of multiple scattering is the primary obstacle in obtaining reliable measurements of \(c\) [4].

Multiple scattering can cause depolarization [7]. Thus for non-absorbing media with spherical particles, \(\eta\) can be estimated accurately from lidar depolarization measurements [8][9][10]. Monte Carlo simulations of ocean lidar backscatter suggest that a similar relationship between multiple scattering factor and depolarization ratio \(\delta\) exists for absorbing media as well, i.e.,
where $\sigma$ is the ratio of scattering and extinction coefficients for the water and its constituents. For open ocean at 532 nm, $\sigma \approx 1 - \eta$ [11] and thus,

$$1 - \sigma \approx \left( \frac{\sigma^2 - \delta}{\sigma^2 + \delta} \right)^2.$$  

(2)

Solving Eq. 2, $\omega$ and $\eta (=1-\omega)$ can be derived from depolarization, $\delta$ (red line in Fig. 1),

$$K_d / c = 1 - \sigma = e^{-f(\delta)}.$$  

(3)

When $\delta > 0.002$, $f(\delta) \approx 0.222 + 19.46\delta - 188.39\delta^2 + 1288.1\delta^3 - 3974.9\delta^4 + 4684.2\delta^5$ and

$$c = K_d e^{f(\delta)}.$$  

(4)

2. CALIPO 30° Tilt: DEMONSTRATING OCEAN LIDAR IN SPACE

CALIOP’s vertical resolution at 532 nm is 30 m. At average open ocean surface wind speeds (~6 m/s), the attenuated backscatter (532 nm parallel channel) from the ocean surface is about 30 times stronger than the subsurface backscatter. This makes it difficult to estimate the depolarization ratio of light backscattered by the ocean subsurface and to show clear ocean subsurface signals from CALIOP measurements.

If the lidar is pointed 30° off-nadir, the ocean surface signal is reduced by more than two orders of magnitude [4], and CALIOP can then accurately measure ocean subsurface backscatter. The small surface contribution to 532 nm subsurface backscatter can be removed using 1064 nm measurements as its subsurface signals are near zero due to stronger absorption by water. Thus a 30° tilt of the CALIPO satellite (and thus the CALIOP lidar) can help demonstrate our space-based ocean lidar concept.

CNES and NASA tilted the CALIPO satellite 30° forward on July 17, 2014 (Fig. 3) in order to make accurate ocean subsurface backscatter measurements. During this special operation, CALIOP clearly detected ocean subsurface signals from both 532 nm parallel (upper panel, Fig. 4) and perpendicular (middle panel, Fig. 4) channels. Very little backscatter is seen in the 1064 nm channel (lower panel of Figure 4) near the ocean surface. It suggests that the ocean surface does not contribute to the subsurface signal in the 532 nm channels, because ocean surface backscatter at 532 nm is about 30% less than ocean surface backscatter at 1064 nm. Both the parallel and perpendicular components of 532nm

Figure 1. Solution of Equation (2) (red line). Comparison with collocated MODIS c (Voss, 1992).

Figure 2. Microphotographs of phytoplankton cells demonstrating high diversity in morphological structures.

Eq. 2 is valid for sea waters with relatively small depolarization in backscatter direction. Depolarization ratios are near zero for backscatter by density fluctuation (Brillouin scattering) and for small soft particles with small relative refractive index. It is also likely valid for sea waters that may include some larger, non-spherical particulates, since the contribution of larger particulate to backscatter is relatively small and its bulk scattering properties are determined primarily by the tiny structures within the particles (Fig. 2) that have single scattering properties similar to spherical particles.
backscatter are measured accurately by CALIOP at 30° off-nadir. The column integrated depolarization ratio of ocean subsurface backscatter can be accurately measured.

![CALIOP backscatter profiles](image)

**Figure 4.** The lowest 1 km CALIOP backscatter profiles. Upper panel: 532 nm parallel; lower panel: 1064 nm total; middle panel: 532 nm perpendicular.

### 3. COMPARISON OF BEAM C: CALIOP vs MODIS

Figure 5 shows beam c (red line) derived from CALIOP depolarization measurements (blue line) together with collocated MODIS diffuse attenuation coefficient estimates scaled to 532 nm (black line). Difference between CALIOP’s c estimates and c based on MODIS chlorophyll measurements (green line) [7] are mostly within 30%.

![Beam attenuation coefficient comparisons](image)

**Figure 5.** Beam attenuation coefficient comparisons between the lidar (red) method and the chlorophyll (green) method.

### 4. COMPARISONS BETWEEN AIRCRAFT LIDAR AND IN WATER MEASUREMENTS

During July 2014, NASA’s Ship-Aircraft Bio-Optical Research project (SABOR) acquired both aircraft HSRL measurements [12] and in-water optical measurements along the track of an ocean-going research vessel [13]. Here we compare the beam attenuation coefficients derived from the lidar and the in-water measurements for the aircraft flight on July 26, where the flight track (red line in Figure 6) is close to the ship track (green).

![Aircraft track and ship track](image)

**Figure 6.** Aircraft track (red line) and track of the research vessel (green). The background is CDOM absorption coefficient (m⁻¹) estimated from MODIS.

![Beam attenuation coefficient comparisons](image)

**Figure 7.** Beam attenuation coefficient comparisons between the HSRL lidar (red) and in water (green) measurements.

Because Brillouin backscatter is frequency shifted, HSRL can make separate measurements of particulate backscatter \( \beta_P(z) \) and Brillouin scattering \( \beta_B(z) \) profiles. HSRL provides accurate subsurface depolarization measurements (blue line in Figure 7), and can measure \( K_d \) directly from the vertical Brillouin backscatter profile as \( K_d = -\Delta \log[\beta_B(z)]/\Delta z \). \( K_d \) can also be computed from the column integrated Brillouin signal, which is inversely proportional to diffuse attenuation (black line in Figure 7),

\[
K_d = \alpha \beta_m / \beta_B ,
\]
where $\beta_m$ is the molecular backscatter signal of the air right above the ocean surface, and $\alpha$ is a constant related to instrument filter characteristics and theoretical molecular backscatter coefficients of the air and the water near ocean surface.

Using Eq. 4, beam attenuation (red line in Fig. 7) was computed from the HSRL ocean surface depolarization ratio (blue line in Fig. 7) and diffuse attenuation coefficient (black line). The beam attenuation coefficients compare reasonably well with the in-water measurements (green line in Fig. 7). However, the in-water measurements were made several days after the aircraft measurements, as a frontal system moved through the region just after the July 26 flight. This time offset might be partially responsible for the differences between two measurements.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study introduces an approach for estimating the beam attenuation coefficient, $C$, from lidar depolarization measurements and ocean color- or lidar-based diffuse attenuation coefficients. The concept is based on a theoretical formula established from Monte Carlo simulations that links depolarization ratio of sea water to the multiple scattering factor (the ratio of diffuse attenuation and $c$). The lidar-based $C$ retrievals compare reasonably well with ocean color based estimates and in-water measurements.

In the future, the improved HSRL measurements at both 355nm and 532nm could further improve the accuracy of diffuse attenuation coefficient retrievals. Furthermore, CDOM absorption could be estimated from the dual wavelength $K_d$ measurements [14], while dual wavelength backscatter and extinction retrievals could provide information on particle size distributions [15] and composition. By extending these developments to a space-based lidar, significant advances could be realized in quantifying ocean carbon cycle processes.
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